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Save the date

Fall EUNETIPS Meeting
in Park Plaza Victoria, Amsterdam, 7 December 2016

Letter from the president

Dear All,

we are approaching our winter meeting 2016 which will take place next 7th of december in Amsterdam at the Victoria Park Plaza hotel.

We are grateful to Paul Bergervoet and the Dutch society (VHIG) for organizing the meeting and I hope that many of us can attend.

Our last meeting (May 2016) as you
probably remember was held via web, was attended by 12 societies. It was a good opportunity to discuss and agree about possible actions from EUNETIPS: attached you can find the “to do list” and in our website you can find also the minutes.

Click here to continue reading

EPHA conference
‘Resistance! – antibiotics, politics and public health’
By Rose Gallagher

EUNETIPS participated with two members to the EPHA conference on “ Resistance! – antibiotics, politics and Pubic health”. The conference (for those interested documentation is available at …) focused the attention on the global challenge of antimicrobial resistance bringing together many European stakeholders (policy makers, public health officers, media, professionals, citizens and industries) to make evident the existing efforts and the need for a coordinated action.

Click here to continue reading
IPS Hand Hygiene Torch Tour

For the past 15 years, patient safety organisations in the UK and the World Health Organisation globally, have been focused on making hand hygiene a routine behaviour in healthcare settings. Each year on 5th May, the WHO issues a 'call to action' that promotes hand hygiene globally.